2.30 p.m. Welcome addresses and opening of the Workshop
Lucia Ruggeri Director of the School of Specialization in Civil Law, P.I. ESCOP4Green, University of Camerino, Italy
ESCOP4Green presentation
Sergio Veroli President of Consumers’ Forum
Presentation of «Manifesto della “Sostenibilità Consumeristica”»

2.45 p.m. Session I
Chairman
Sergio Veroli President of Consumers’ Forum

Manuel Ignacio Feliu Rey Full Professor, Director Research Group DERINRE, University Carlos III of Madrid, Spain
Facility manager’s role in sustainability due diligence
Kozue Kashiwazaki Associate Professor, Kanto Gakuin University, Japan
Challenges of circular supports: lessons from Buy One Give One projects in Japan
Meruyert Narenova Associate Professor, University of International Business, Kazakhstan
New trends in consumption and production in Eurasian Economic Union (EAEU)
Mariacristina Zarro Associate Professor, Politecnica delle Marche University, Italy
Environmental and climate protection between due diligence duties and business regulation
Maria Dolores Sanchez Galera Senior Research Advisor, Dicastery for Promoting Integral Human Development, Città del Vaticano
Production and consumption: an integral human development approach. Our common responsibility for a better future
Adele Emilia Caterini PhD Student, University of Camerino, Italy
Sustainable finance: new perspective

4.30 p.m. Session II
Lucia Ruggeri Director of the School of Specialization in Civil Law, P.I. ESCOP4Green, University of Camerino, Italy
Corporate sustainability due diligence directive proposal: lights and shadows
Aurore Jeanne Stanislasa Dudka Researcher, University of Trento, Italy
Loos-en-Gohelle or how to empower sustainability? A french case of energy transition and community development in an underprivileged Region
Ari Rogério Ferra Jr. Adjunct Professor, Federal University of Mato Grosso do Sul, Brazil and PhD Student, University of Camerino, Italy and University of Sao Paulo, Brazil
Companies, energy and sustainabilities: a brazilian perspective
Gianna Giardini PhD Student, IUSS Pavia and University of Camerino, Italy
Transposing ESG: corporate sustainability in the modern energy industry
Lidia Lenuța Balan Researcher, National Institute for Economic Research «Costin Krîtescu», Bucharest, Romania
Electricity production and consumption in Romania
Giovanna Di Benedetto PhD Student, University of Camerino, Italy
Production plans of energy industries and the fight against climate change
Arthur Nash Associate Professor, University of Alaska Fairbanks, USA
Energy transition path for Alaska

Session III
Testimonials of sustainability
Carlo Tacconelli EnGreen S.r.l., Italy, Stakeholder
ESCOP4Green project
Stefano Bonino Green Wolf S.r.l., Italy, Stakeholder
ESCOP4Green project
Silvia Chiassai Martini «Fondazione CER Valdarno», Italy, Stakeholder ESCOP4Green project
Open discussion

During the Workshop will be presented the ESCOP4Green Project research collected in the book